THAILAND

Riff Studio: Getting it right

Recent global events have had a significant impact on the digital content industry, and Thailand is no exception. The country’s film industry has faced challenges due to the pandemic, but it has also been a driving force in the region, with a growing number of international productions choosing to shoot in Thailand. The Thai government has been proactive in supporting the industry, with various incentives and programs aimed at attracting foreign investment. The Thai Film Commission has played a key role in facilitating film productions and ensuring a welcoming environment for international productions.

Bridges of Economic and Business Cooperation

Thailand and Japan: Celebrating 135 years

His Excellency Mr. His Yutthasak Sasiprabha, ambassador of Thailand in Japan, and His Excellency Mr. Shuji Hayakawa, ambassador of Japan in Thailand, share a joint vision of promoting economic and business cooperation between the two countries. Thailand and Japan have a long history of diplomatic and economic relations, with both nations recognizing the importance of bilateral cooperation in various sectors. The two ambassadors discuss the trends and challenges in the economic landscape and the role of Thailand in the Asia-Pacific region.

TPI Polene: Masterfully molding the future, today

Focused on its vision to provide excellence in the petrochemical industry, TPI Polene is investing in technology and innovation to ensure sustainable growth. The company aims to become a leader in its market by focusing on the development and production of high-quality petrochemical products.

Royal Cliff Hotels: A vibrant destination

The Royal Cliff Hotels Group, with its flagship property in Pattaya, has been a renowned destination for tourists for decades. Known for its luxurious accommodations and exceptional service, the group continues to expand its offerings, with new properties and enhancements to existing locations.

Iconsiam: Thailand's iconic landmark

Iconsiam is a landmark project on the Chao Phraya River in Bangkok, designed to be a hub for international tourism. The project aims to showcase Thai culture and heritage, offering a unique blend of modern architecture and traditional design elements.

TPI Polene’s petrochemical policies

TPI Polene has been recognized for its commitment to sustainability and environmental responsibility. The company has implemented various initiatives to reduce its carbon footprint and promote a sustainable future.

Royal Cliff Hotels’ sustainability practices

The Royal Cliff Hotels Group has implemented numerous sustainability practices to reduce its environmental impact. The group has focused on energy efficiency, waste management, and the use of renewable resources to ensure a sustainable future.

Iconsiam’s impact on tourism

Iconsiam is expected to attract a large number of visitors, including both domestic and international tourists. The project is likely to have a significant impact on the local economy, creating job opportunities and boosting the tourism industry.